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Washi | Umi O Koete  

Paper from Across the Sea 

Featured Work  

Artist    Title     Medium 

Sheila Carnduff   Peaceful Crossing   Screenprint 

Thora Clyne    Benarty    Woodcut 

Chrissie Heughan  Wave to Each Other  Screenprint 

Catherine King   Connections   Screenprint/Etching 

Peter Kirley                Meadow    Linocut 

Linda Lincoln   Machrie Moor, Arran  Linocut 

Robert Maclaurin  Isles to the West    Etching 

Bill McKechnie  Adrift                Relief 

Babs Pease   Genie     Linocut 

Clive Ramage  Aberdour Pier   Etching 

Stephen Ratomski   Water of Life   Screenprint 

Aine Scannell  Selkie     Etching/wood intaglio 

Clare Yarrington  Equinox     Collagraph 

 

Notes on the Exhibition 

A collaboration between Fife Dunfermline Printmakers Workshop (FDPW) and Mino Art Info, Japan. 

This exhibition brings together the ancient Japanese tradition of papermaking – Washi (‘wa’ Japanese, 

‘shi’ paper)- and contemporary Scottish printmaking.  

The result is a stunning collection of original hand-made prints on five different types of hand made 

Japanese paper.  

 

http://www.catstrand.com/
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Set up in 1981 as an artist run co-operative FDPW provides a wider range of fine art printing facilities. 

FDPW members contribute work to galleries and exhibitions, both nationally and internationally. 

Indeed, it was thanks to international connections that the idea for this exhibition came about.  

In 2001 FDPW member Chrissie Heughan participated in an exchange visit to the Japanese city of 

Mino, a papermaking region and UNESCO Cultural Heritage Site. Then in 2016 the papermakers 

invited Chrissie to collaborate on a project showcasing the skills of both papermakers and 

printmakers.  

Thirteen FDPW members responded, experimenting at length to see how the different papers reacted 

to various techniques – screen printing, collagraph, etching, linocut and woodblock. Inspiration came 

from sources as diverse as the Forth Bridges, Aberdour Pier, standing stones, beehives and selkies. 

Over a period of three months each artist produced an edition of 10 original prints. Exhibited at 

Edinburgh Sculpture Workshop earlier this year, the prints were simultaneously exhibited in Mino. An 

exciting and thought-provoking celebration of a collaboration between Scottish artists and Japanese 

artisans. ‘Washi Umi O Koete’ is also a wonderful example of how art can help build bridges between 

diverse cultures.   

To find out more about the project and Fife Dunfermline Print Makers Workshop visit 

https://fifedunfermlineprintmakers.org/artists/   

The work produced has been exhibited across gallery spaces in Scotland and in Mino.  
In November 2017, an exhibition of the 13 prints plus film and display cases, with wall hung tools 
opened at Edinburgh Sculpture Workshop by the Consulate General of Japan in Edinburgh for three 
weeks. An exhibition of the 13 prints plus film opened in Mino, Japan. 
 
In March 2018 the exhibition travelled to Glasgow Print studio then in September 2018 to 
Dunfermline Carnegie Library and Galleries and in March 2019 to The Auld Kirk Museum, Kirkintilloch. 

 
To view the exhibition film: https://vimeo.com/239077076 
 
Chrissie Heughan 

Artist Chrissie Heughan, who resided in Galloway for 11 years in Balmaclellan and New Galloway 

before moving to study at the Edinburgh College of Art was instrumental in bringing this exhibition 

to CatStrand and to the instigation of the project through links she held from residencies in Mino, in 

the heart of Japan in Honshu Island.  

‘After the residency ceased a few years ago, I thought of ways to promote and 

encourage the communication with this unique place. In 2016 I engaged with Fife 

Dunfermline Print Workshop of which I have connections and we arranged for papers 

to be made in Mino and to be sent to Dunfermline. Thirteen selected printmakers 

(including myself) made an edition of ten prints each.’  

Chrissie Heughan is one of the foremost creators of hand cast paper in the UK, merging traditional 

with contemporary techniques and has been working with paper for over 26 years, creating works 

with a variety of paper pulps. She exhibits locally and internationally and hosts workshops for hand 

cast paper and print making. 

http://www.chrissieheughanpaper.co.uk/ 

http://www.catstrand.com/
https://fifedunfermlineprintmakers.org/artists/
https://vimeo.com/239077076
http://www.chrissieheughanpaper.co.uk/
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Some additional images of materials which have travelled with the exhibition, provided by Chrissie 

Heughan. Images in the online gallery were captured by Ian Biggar on behalf of Glenkens Community 

& Arts Trust during the exhibition at CatStrand during Spring 2020. 
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